
Introduction

Welcome to the 3rd drupa Global Trends Spotlight Report. 

The 7th drupa Global Trends Report was published in April, tracking key economic and market 
developments across the global print industry. The unique feature of the drupa Trends Report is 
its global expert panel recruited around the world from visitors and exhibitors to drupa. By 
publishing this global survey every year we track the key market, regional and technological 
trends over time. 

However, even with a lengthy survey we cannot drill down into as much detail as we would wish. 
Hence, we have added an optional specialist survey that allows us to examine one hot topic in 
more detail. This year’s Spotlight is on Strategic choices in a competitive and converging 
marketplace. 

How are printers and their suppliers in different market sectors and in different regions across the 
world adapting to the impact of digital media and the general downward drift in demand in many 
markets? What have they done so far and how do they plan to change over the next four years? 
Clearly the coronavirus crisis, that has caused the postponement of drupa to 2021, will have a 
major impact at least in the short term. But thinking ahead, what better way to assess how best to 
invest for the future than to attend drupa 2021 in Düsseldorf April 20-30?

We must thank the over 700 participants (529 printers and 178 manufacturers and suppliers) who 
between them gave us a very representative cross section of the global print community. Messe 
Düsseldorf, in its role as drupa organiser, thanks Printfuture (UK) and Wissler & Partner 
(Switzerland) for conducting and authoring this Spotlight. We would be pleased to receive any 
feedback, so send us an email to drupa-expert-panel@drupa.de.

The drupa team
May 2020
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Before examining how printers and suppliers are 
adapting their business plans to what we describe 
in summary as a competitive and converging 
marketplace, we asked questions of the panel 
as to how challenging market conditions have 
become over the last four years. 

We do, of course, track such trends ourselves with 
the unique data set that the panel provides us of 

Chart 1 shows the % of printers and suppliers 
globally that reported turnover, prices and 
margins have either grown slowly or fast 
(upward % on chart) or declined slowly or fast 
(downward % on chart) – the remaining printers 
and suppliers reported the variables were ‘stable’. 
(We asked the panel to adjust for regional/
local inflation.) We can see that in terms of 
turnover there is almost a balance between those 
reporting growth and those reporting decline 

economic, financial and operational performance 
by markets, company size and regions across 
the world as reported in the annual drupa Global 
Trends Reports, the 7th just published. However, 
we wanted to ask the panel members to sit back 
for a moment and consider for themselves the 
trends on turnover, prices and margins over the 
last four years. The results were fascinating. 

(-5% printers and +2% suppliers). For prices 
there is a modest negative balance (-9% printers 
and -10% suppliers). While for margins there is 
a decisive negative balance (-37% printers and 
-40% suppliers).
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Chart 1: Adjusting for regional/local inflation, for your traditional core products and 
services, what has been the long-term trend over the last four years in terms of 
turnover, prices and margins?

Global pattern of turnover, prices and margins for 
printers and suppliers over the last four years
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If we examine the regions in Chart 2 for printers 
we can see that for most regions the proportion 
reporting declines significantly outweighed 
those reporting growth. This pattern was most 
pronounced in the Middle East, Africa and 
Australia/Oceania. In Europe, Asia and South/

Central America there was a balance of growth 
and decline in turnover, a varied picture for prices 
but clear net declines in margins. The notable 
exception to all this was North America where 
there was a clear net positive trend for all  
three variables. 

Chart 2: Adjusting for regional/local inflation, for your traditional core 
products and services, what has been the long-term trend over the last 
four years in terms of turnover, prices and margins?

Printer pattern of turnover, prices and margins 
over the last four years by title by region
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In Chart 3 we show the same results for the 
suppliers by region. Compared with printers the 
results are more erratic. In terms of turnover, 
Europe is balanced i.e. equal proportion 
reporting growth and decline, while in the Middle 
East, Africa and Asia there is a decisive net 
balance in favour of growth.  Australia/Oceania, 
North America and South/Central America 
reported small negative balances. All regions 
reported negative balances for prices, except 

3

Africa (+5%) with Asia (-20%) and Australia/
Oceania (-19%) most striking. For margins there 
were decisive negative trends for all regions 
except Australia/Oceania (+7%) with Europe 
(-35%) and South/Central America (-38%) most 
disappointing. Perhaps the most puzzling result 
is the relatively poor results for suppliers in 
North America, given the very positive results 
for printers in that region. 

Supplier pattern of turnover, prices and margins
over the last four years by region
% reporting growth up, decline down
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Chart 3: Adjusting for regional/local inflation, for your traditional core 
products and services, what has been the long-term trend over the last  
four years in terms of turnover, prices and margins?
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Looking at market sectors and simplifying 
the charts by showing just the net positive or 
negative balance, we see in Chart 4 a clear 
picture of trouble for both commercial and 
publishing printers with margins struggling 
in particular. Packaging printers are enjoying 
turnover growth and there is a neutral result 
on prices but a clear negative net balance 
for margins. There was too small a sample of 
Functional printers to analyse. However, we did 

have a good sample of suppliers reporting on 
Functional printers and they gave a small net 
positive balance on turnover (+7%) but negative 
balance for prices (-17%) and very negative for 
margins (-47%). The results for the other market 
sectors were very similar to the printers in Chart 
4 except that suppliers reported a negative net 
balance for prices in Packaging of -15% versus 
0% for printers.  

Global pattern of printer turnover, prices and 
margins over the last four years by market
% net balance growth v decline
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Chart 4: Adjusting for regional/local inflation, for your traditional 
core products and services, what has been the long-term trend over 
the last four years in terms of turnover, prices and margins?
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We thought that the size of company (as 
reflected in the number of staff on the site) 
might make a difference between printers. Chart 
5 shows that margins were strongly net negative 
for all, but that mid-size printers appear to fare 
a little better in respect of turnover and margins; 
perhaps a better balance between economies of 
scale and adaptability? 

So, in summary, while in some markets and some 
regions turnover has climbed over the last four 
years, the company is a rare exception if prices 
and margins have improved across printers 
and suppliers alike. The Packaging market has 
prospered better than the other market sectors 
and North America has bucked the global trend, 
but there is huge pressure on prices and margins 
for most companies in the print industry. 

“Commodity printing is overtraded, move away 
from commodity printing or close your doors.” 
Commercial printer, South Africa, 1-19 staff 

The next question is how have printers and 
suppliers responded? Given this Spotlight survey 
had to be short, we chose to focus specifically 
on whether companies have responded by 
launching new products or services and if so, 
how well has it gone and have they chosen 
to launch products and services in their core 
market(s) or branched out into new market 
sectors?

“The classic Commercial print has no future; 
Packaging print is still growing but the margins 
are going down. Therefore I have to find new 
businesses.” Packaging printer, Germany,  
20-99 staff 
New products/services last 4yrs.: Inkjet print  
on corrugated materials, Special finishes
Future products/services: Online portal, 
Fulfilment 

Global pattern of turnover, prices and margins 
over the last four years by size of company
% net balance growth v decline
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Chart 5: Adjusting for regional/local inflation, for your 
traditional core products and services what has been  
the long-term trend over the last four years in terms  
of turnover, prices and margins?
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Before examining the results, let us briefly report 
on the survey participants. In total we were 
pleased to receive 707 completed surveys (529 
printers and 178 suppliers). In regional terms 332 
printers came from Europe and 197 from the rest 
of the world, with Asia, North America and South/
Central America best represented. 110 suppliers 
reported for Europe and 154 for the rest of the 
world (suppliers may report for more than one 
region). As in previous reports we used four 
broad market sector categories: Commercial (243 
printers and 111 suppliers), Publishing (120 printers 
and 65 suppliers), Packaging (156 printers and 104 
suppliers) and Functional (10 printers – too few 
for separate analysis and 35 suppliers). We also 
analysed the results by size of company. 

We asked all participants to describe any major 
new products or services launched over the last 
four years (and for printers to distinguish between 

those for existing core markets and those for new 
markets). The range of products and services 
listed was amazing and quite beyond analysis in 
this short report. 

We also asked participants, through open-ended 
questions, to tell us what was the most important 
lesson they have learnt over the last four years 
with regard to the strategic direction of their 
company and what they think will be the key 
challenges in launching major new products and 
services in the next four years. The majority took 
the time to do so and we will use the combination 
of their comments and the products/services they 
have launched or plan to do so to complement the 
report’s findings. 

The Survey
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Chart 6 shows that a majority of printers and 
suppliers have launched major new products or 
services in the last four years. (For printers these 
figures were in respect of launches into existing 
markets.) Perhaps the surprise is that 23% of 
suppliers and 38% of printers state they have not 
launched any at all – indeed amongst Publishing 
printers that figure increases to 51%. 

 “The printing business is no longer about 
manufacturing. Printers are now part of the digital 
communications universe. Companies that fail 
to adapt to this change will cease to exist. For a 
small company like ours, the primary challenge is 
becoming visible in the sea of digital marketing 
clutter. We have excellent skills and technology 
but highlighting these to potential customers 
is a continuing struggle. Also, rapidly changing 

technology requires constant capital investment.”
Commercial printer, USA, 1-19 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Short-run book 
printing, Manuscript editing
Future products/services: Software development, 
Web development and Photographic services

Clearly some product or service launches work 
better than others but we asked the panel to 
assess in general terms how well these launches 
worked. For both printers and suppliers roughly 
half the launches worked well or very well and 
only roughly 5% went badly or very badly. 
Amongst printers the proportion that went well or 
very well was highest amongst Packaging printers 
(61%) and lowest for Publishing printers (46%), 
probably reflecting the more challenging market 
conditions in publishing. 
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Launching products and services in 
core markets
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Chart 6: How many major new products or services have 
you launched in the last four years in your existing primary 
market sector?
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“Introducing new products and services always 
took longer than originally anticipated. Formerly 
good rated technical and sales staff had problems 
adapting to new customers, new products and new 
technologies. It was sometimes hard convincing 
customers that we have enough skills fulfilling 
their needs when discussing new products. The 
market gets tougher and we face new extremely 

innovative and flexible start up players in digital 
communication markets.”
Commercial printer, Switzerland, 1-19 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Large format 
printing, Flexible banners, E-commerce solutions, 
Office materials, Personalised give-aways
Future products/services: Omni-channel 
communications, Customer experience consulting
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One interesting statistic amongst suppliers was 
that the larger the company the more successful 
the launches, see Chart 7 – just 45% of suppliers 
with less than 100 staff reported successful or very 
successful launches, climbing steadily with larger 
companies to 82% for companies with over 10,000 
staff. The cynic might say that large companies 
are less willing to admit to disappointment, while 
the more positive interpretation is that larger 
companies have the resources to launch new 
products or services more effectively. There 
was no significant variation between regions for 
suppliers but there were some variations amongst 
printers, with 70% of launches in North America 
going well or very well down to 40% in Asia. 

We asked what prompted the launches and the 
results were almost identical for printers and 
suppliers. Roughly 60% stated customer demand, 

45-50% the need to diversify, 35% reducing 
turnover or margins on existing products and 
services and additionally for suppliers 18% the 
impact of strategic partnerships (an increasing 
feature of supplier development). 

“Developing new printing solutions requires a 
deep knowledge of all the aspects surrounding the 
process and the final application. Such know-how 
is seldom available within a single organisation, so 
building up strong strategic partnership between 
hardware makers, consumable producers, software 
specialists, integrators, and end users is essential.” 
Packaging supplier, Spain, 1000-10,000 staff

We asked the panel to consider the top benefits 
and disadvantages arising from the launches. In 
terms of the top benefits, the results were broadly 
the same for printers and suppliers, with 55-65% 

Proportion of supplier product/service launches 
that have gone well or very well by size
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Chart 7: We realise that some new products and services may have worked  
well and others not, but in general terms how well have they worked?
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choosing diversifying the range of products and 
services in the eyes of their customers, 45-55% 
introducing new customers and 30-35% increasing 
turnover or margins. 

“We shifted from newspapers to magazines on 
coated paper. We led a digital transformation of 
our graphic studio that allowed us to propose new 
products such as Digital Books and Accessible PDFs 
for our clients. For the future the main challenge 
will be to convince clients to embrace Web-to-Print 
and Print on Demand. As a technical provider 
of video production, podcasts and animated/
interactive infographics, the main challenge is to 
assist our clients develop a marketing strategy to 
reach a new audience.”
Publishing printer, France, 100-999 staff

In terms of disadvantages, there was a striking 
result for both printers and suppliers. For printers, 
43% stated the launches took too much staff time 
and other resources (regardless of company size) 
followed by the fact that it took too long to launch 
(30%). For suppliers the standout result was that 
64% stated that it took too long to launch. After 
that 34% said it took up too much staff time and 
other resources and 34% that it took up too much 
staff time and other resources. So a clear lesson 
here – expect most launches to run late and suck 
in more resources than you expect. 
 
“When launching new products or offers we need 
to be patient because it generally takes from 12 
to 24 months before you start to see success and 
acceptable returns. [The key is] finding qualified 
people, disciplined outflow of investment dollars 
and establishing desired partnerships with 
individuals and/or other companies.”
Commercial printer, Canada, 100-999 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Large format 
print, Distribution and fulfilment, Geographical 
expansion
Future products/services: Large format installation 
services, Inkjet print 

Next we asked the panel to consider the major 
challenges met in those launches. These did 
differ between printers and suppliers reflecting 
the different industry structures. However they 
shared the top challenge, namely understanding 
the market concerned and how best to promote 
the product/service (51% printers, 42% suppliers). 
Next for printers came ‘understanding the 
product/service and how best to make/provide 
it’ (39%), while for suppliers it was ‘building the 
correct channels to market’ (33%). Recruiting and/
or training the right staff was challenging for all 
– 36% printers, 27% suppliers with this a bigger 
factor in a few regions e.g. Africa (44%). 

“The biggest challenge is getting the right people. 
We are finding that experienced individuals within 
the industry is declining rapidly.” Packaging printer, 
Ireland, 100-999 staff 
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Remember that for printers, all the questions had 
to this point been in respect of launches of new 
products and services into existing core markets. 
We could not make such a distinction for suppliers 
who typically serve multiple core markets. So, 
for printers the next subset of questions was in 
respect of launches into new markets – would the 
profile be different? Broadly speaking half the 
number of printers had launched into new markets 
over the last four years compared with the number 
that had launched into existing markets – 33% 
new markets, 62% existing markets.  Given the 
stronger packaging markets, it is not surprising 
that a lower proportion of Packaging printers had 
launched into new markets (24%).

As for their success in new markets, it was less 
– 39% went well or very well for new markets 
versus 54% for existing markets, but pretty good 
considering the greater challenges involved. The 
reasons given for launching into new markets 
were similar to those given when launching into 
existing markets, except of course customer 
demand featured less (49% new versus 59% 
existing). The reported benefits were similar with 
a diversified range of products/services in the 
eyes of customers being the most important again 
(58%). The reported drawbacks were somewhat 
different with a higher percentage reporting it 

cost more financially than expected (27% new v. 
20% existing) and 5% more found the launches 
failed to meet expectations in terms of turnover 
(28%) and margins (20%). However, there was 
no difference in the proportion that found it 
took longer to launch than expected or found 
equipment or software problems (both c.30%). As 
for the challenges to be overcome in implementing 
these new products/services, the answers were 
almost identical to those given when launching 
into existing markets. 

Printers launching into new markets
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Encouragingly, most of the advice sought by 
printers and suppliers alike was useful. The 
sources varied as shown in Chart 8. Customers 
featured highly for both groups, presumably 
in respect of understanding market needs. 
Suppliers were a frequent source for printers, 
though they carried the highest negative score 
as a source. Internal staff featured highly for 

both whilst for printers the top source was ‘your 
own research’ – reflecting a healthy self-reliance. 

“[Make sure] suppliers’ promises in digital print 
do not exceed performance and create issues 
which are not easily solved.” Publishing printer, 
Netherlands, 20-99 staff
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Chart 8: As you have widened your range of products and/or services 
over the last four years in or outside your existing core market, from 
where have you got the necessary market and technical advice and 
how effective was that advice?
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We asked the suppliers whether they had noticed 
a change in the number of major new products 
and services being launched by their customers 
over the last four years. 66% said ‘Yes’, i.e. either 
a slow or rapid increase, and only 9% said ‘No’, 
i.e. a slow or rapid decrease. There was not much 
difference between the market sectors though 
the ‘Yes’ figure was higher by 5% for Packaging 
printers. Regionally the Middle East and Australia/
Oceania were decisively below the average.
Of those products/services launched, the suppliers 
reported that a high proportion were in the 
customers core market sectors (60% stated less 
than 10% of launches were into new markets). 

“Technology changes rapidly. By the time 
you try to develop and make your product, 
[the] competition already released their latest 
technology. You don‘t just sell boxes but solutions. 
It is important to be your client‘s partner rather 
than a typical sales person. Which means you help 
them not only to acquire new technology but also 
gain new business and new markets to cover.”
Publishing market supplier, Philippines, 1,000–
10,000 staff 
New products/services last 4yrs.:  
New digital cutsheet colour toner press, New 
market entry 
Future products/services: Additional colours, 
Bigger media sizes, Faster speeds

We asked how important these new product 
launches by printers had been to the suppliers 
themselves over the last four years. 62% said they 
had been important or very important and only 
8% stated they had been unimportant or very 
unimportant. There was not much variation across 
the regions or size of company, but there was a 
striking importance to launches for suppliers in 
the Functional market (77% v. c.60% for the other 
market sectors).

12

Suppliers’ views of printers’ launches
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You might expect that participants in a survey on 
launching new products or services would expect 
to do so in the next four years. And so it proved for 
most, though there were still 24% of printers and 

We asked printers what investment plans they 
had in order to be able to launch the proposed 
products/services (see chart 10). The clear winner 
is Digital print technology followed closely by 

15% of suppliers who had no plans to do so (so far 
at least). The reasons for launches were almost 
identical for printers and suppliers alike. 

Finishing and then PrePress/Workflow/MIS. The 
low figure for Conventional print technology 
amongst Commercial printers is also of note and 
confirms data from the main Trends report. 

13
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The picture was more nuanced when we examine 
it by size of company. In particular it was striking 
how the largest companies were planning heavy 
investment in PrePress/Workflow/MIS (71%) and 
the related IT infrastructure (50%), suggestive of 
strong integration plans.

 “[We must] leverage strategic partnerships faster 
and implement change quicker, [thereby] getting to 
market faster with innovation for our customers to 
help them be successful and sustainable.”
Packaging market supplier, Australia, 1,001-10,000 
staff 
New products/services last 4yrs.: Wide format 
product range, Sustainable packaging grades, 
Online ordering

Future products/services: Sign and display,  
Flexible packaging, Digital presses

Finally we asked the panel who were the ultimate 
decision takers when deciding whether to launch 
new products and services. For both printers and 
suppliers, the key variable was the size of the 
company. Mid-sized companies have collective 
decisions taken by the management team or 
board, small companies often rely more heavily on 
the owner/manager, whilst the largest companies 
have to look to their parent group for such 
decisions.

14

Investment plans for launches in next 
four years by market
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Chart 11: What investments are likely to be needed to fulfil your 
plans for major new products or services in the next four years?
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Printers’ key decision taker 
by size
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Conclusion
It is clear that in most market sectors and most 
regions there are very challenging conditions. 
Those printers in North America and those in the 
Packaging market may have the best of it, but we 
doubt if they would consider things easy. While 
those in some of the developing regions and those 
in Publishing and arguably the Commercial market 
are certainly facing severe difficulties. Turnover 
must be maintained but at what price and with 
what margins? For the majority of printers there 
is no choice but to do something, the question is 
what? As for suppliers, they are only as healthy 
as their customers and they too must respond to 
the declining prospects for traditional products 
and services. Suppliers cannot rely on the historic 
cashflow from consumables, servicing etc., they 
must secure sales of new equipment/materials  
and upgrades from someone.  

For many, one positive step is to launch one or 
more major new products or services, either in 
existing core market sectors or as a means of 
breaking into new markets. And this survey shows 
the results of such efforts. What patterns emerged 
and what lessons can be drawn?

Roughly 60% of printers have launched major 
new products or services in the last four years 
into their existing markets. In most cases such 
launches were in response to customer demand 
plus the need to diversify and respond to declining 
traditional sales and margins. About half the 
launches were successful and very few went 
badly wrong. However, it was interesting to note 
that only a third reported increasing turnover 
or margins was a top benefit, with diversifying 
the range of products/services and gaining new 
customers chosen more frequently. 

As for the drawbacks, most reported that the 
launches sucked in far too much staff time and 
other resources and often the launches ran well 
behind schedule. In virtually all cases the biggest 
challenges were understanding the market and 
how best to make/provide the service/product. 

“It is necessary to be well informed and know the 
market trends, to be more present at events in the 
sector.” Publishing printer, Portugal, 20-99 staff

About 30% of printers had launched into new 
market sectors. This is clearly a more difficult 
challenge and the results reflected that with 
c.40% of the launches going well or very well 
(compared with 54% for existing markets).

Turning to suppliers, approximately 80% launched 
new products/services over the last four years. 
The results were clearly better the larger the 
company with a success rate of 40% for the 
smallest suppliers up to 80% for the largest. 
The top benefits were diversification and gaining 
new customers. The biggest problem by far was 
launches running late and sucking in too many 
resources, while building the correct channels to 
market was a common challenge. 

So, what lessons can be drawn?

1.  Launching major new products and services 
must be considered part of normal business life 
and as such, printers and suppliers must build 
processes that make such exercises as efficient 
as possible.

2.  Careful selection of the new product or service 
must be made, not a knee-jerk reaction to 
pressures on price and margins. What are you 
aiming to achieve, to widen your range in core 
markets or break into new ones? How well do 
you understand the market need? How sure are 
you of how to deliver the product or service? 
Where will you turn for advice? And how will you 
judge the success of a launch i.e. what would a 
good result look like?
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3.  Plan conservatively and whatever the initial 
forecast, expect the launch to run late and suck 
in more staff and other resources than expected, 
so do not be overambitious. As one commercial 
printer in the UK put it: “Be careful not to 
spread yourselves too thinly across too many 
initiatives”. What investments will be required in 
terms of equipment, software and staff? 

4.  With careful selection and planning, you should 
expect a good result, though your chances of 
full success will be less if branching out into new 
markets. That is not to discourage such a step, 
just manage your expectations. Can you afford a 
late and somewhat subdued launch?

As always, the best advice comes 
from our panel members:

“The most important lesson has been to define 
plans with the ability to adapt to rapid changes 
in market and customers’ demands. Strategies 
have to be defined, implemented and changed 
constantly given that we exist in a world [where] 
communications are constantly changing. The 
challenge is to grow by introducing new product or 
services areas while maintaining the existing ones.” 
Packaging printer, Puerto Rico, 20-99 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Display 
packaging, Co-packing, Exporting, 
Future products/services: Folding carton, 
Merchandising 

“The switch from print to print + digital is 
essential for the survival of the graphic industries. 
Customers expect a global offer, including digital 
and print. If a commercial printing company 
is unable to supply the whole, it is ultimately 
condemned. A business today in the graphics 
industry must be able to adapt very quickly. 
Long [development] cycles of 7 to 8 years are no 
longer possible. [Now a] maximum 2 to 3 years. 
Customers are no longer waiting. If you cannot 
provide the service they request, they will leave 

you because a competitor who has the same 
equipment as you, but who has been able to adapt 
and develop new services will take the market.”
Commercial market supplier, France, 1-100 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Personalised 
print, Personalised e-mailing, Web services,  
Future products/services: More sophisticated email 
campaigns, Small applications in web services

“We are from the most dynamic area of printing 
technology i.e. inkjet printing. The inkjet printing 
technology is changing at the fastest speed. If 
we wait for the newer technology to stabilise, we 
will be late entrants or we will be investing into 
obsolete technology. We have to be very alert and 
keep ourselves informed.” Functional printer, India, 
20-99 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Personalised 
gifts, Certificates, Flatbed UV, Interior decoration 
Future products/services: Specialised signage, 
Wider personalised print 

“The main challenges will be what were so in the 
past: finding the market segment which need 
our solutions, products, evangelising the new 
ways of cooperation, doing effective marketing. 
Don‘t invest in physical assets; rather buy service 
from established vendors. Stick with the core 
business; improve processes but only after seeing 
a significant need for a certain new solution.”
Publishing market supplier, Hungary, 1-100 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Online preflight 
checks, Short-run digital book production
Future products/services: PrePress automation, 
Automated on-demand production, Online image 
enhancement, Photobook production

“The impact of declining print volumes cannot be 
overstated; a significant increase in volume with 
a significant decrease in revenue per job. Without 
adding automation we would have more people 
to do less profitable work. There had to be a pivot 
from that trend. We enhanced our digital platforms 
and are planning for the total elimination of offset 
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within 2 years. The biggest obstacle for any small 
business is constant change with very limited staff 
resources. We have always run a lean operation but 
staying ahead of rapidly advancing technology is a 
full-time job.”
Commercial printer, USA, 20-99 staff
New products/services last 4yrs.: Data 
management and analytics, Cross media services
Future products/service: Personalised promotional 
products, Micro-targeted direct mail

As we stated in the introduction, the coronavirus 
outbreak, that has caused the postponement of 
drupa to 2021, will have a major impact at least in 
the short term. But thinking ahead, what better 
way to assess how best to invest for the future 
than to attend drupa 2021 in Düsseldorf  
April 20-30? See you there!


